SCIENTIFIC WORK
Although initially McCrea worked on basic problems in quantum physics and relativity, and also on related problems in pure mathematics, his interest gradually focused on the application of theoretical physics to the astronomical universe, ranging from the constitution of stellar atmospheres, through the formation of planets and stars, to cosmology, the study of the Universe as a whole. Many of his papers have had a permanent effect on the way subsequent workers have formulated the various relevant exercises in applied physics. However, he retained a keen, critical interest in the foundations of the underlying physics, especially in both special relativity and in Einstein's theory of gravitation-'general relativity'.
Stellar atmospheres
Some of his earliest papers (1, 2, 5)* discussed the mechanical equilibrium of the solar chromosphere-the layer between the surface and the hot corona, observable through the emission of spectral lines by hydrogen, calcium and other elements at eclipses, in spectroheliograms and observations off the limb-and the question raised by its large extent in height. Edward A. Milne FRS had proposed support of the (singly ionized) 'calcium' chromosphere by selective radiation pressure. In line with ideas on the predominance of hydrogen-previously put forward by Cecilia Payne (later Payne-Gaposchkin) (Payne 1925) , who was, however, dissuaded by H. N. Russell ForMemRS from believing her own result (Russell 1929) , and also proposed by A. Unsöld (Unsöld 1927) but not yet enjoying wide acceptance-McCrea showed, through a straightforward application of thermal and statistical equilibrium, that hydrogen was more abundant than calcium by about six orders of magnitude, making radiation pressure irrelevant in this context (and, incidentally, derived an electron density that both explained how Ca + manages to survive further ionization to Ca 2+ and accounted for the continuous spectrum of the inner corona by Thomson scattering), and proposed turbulent pressure as the means of support. The model of 'Maxwellian' turbulence that he applied has been widely adopted in a variety of astrophysical contexts.
His 1931 paper 'Model stellar atmospheres' (3) followed on from the basic mathematical treatments of Karl Schwarzschild, Sir Arthur Eddington FRS and Milne. For a gas of given chemical composition, McCrea pioneered the now standard procedure that constructs the degree of ionization, and so also the coefficient of opacity, by the direct application of quantum mechanics and statistical mechanics. From his careful studies he came to the cautious but prescient conclusion that 'it [absorption by hydrogen] is of importance in some stars in some parts of their spectra'. The later discovery by Rupert Wildt of the strong contribution to the opacity in cool stars of the negative hydrogen ion (Wildt 1939) effectively removed the objections, noted by Milne, to hydrogen's being in fact the dominant element, as had been urged earlier by Payne (1925) and Unsöld (1927) , and which McCrea himself had surmised from his study of the chromosphere. This conclusion-of great cosmological significance-was supported by the parallel studies of Bengt Strömgren, H. N. Russell and others, extending Eddington's theory of stellar structure.
During the 1930s McCrea tackled several other problems in stellar atmospheres (6), including the separation of elements (or its absence) in moving gases in prominences and expanding stellar envelopes, and the mechanism of ejection by radiation pressure. A particularly significant pioneering paper with K. K. Mitra, 'On the Schuster problem in moving atmospheres' (9) , introduced the method of solution of the transfer equation in the co-moving frame, a technique now widely used in modern treatments by L. B. Lucy (Lucy 2003) , D. Mihalas (Mihalas 1980) and others.
Cosmical gas dynamics
McCrea had a lifelong interest in the physics and dynamics of stellar and planetary formation. Early in the twentieth century, James Jeans FRS had introduced the picture of the break-up of a gaseous medium through 'gravitational instability' (see, for example, Jeans 1928). Jeans studied the effect of self-gravitation on the propagation of a sound wave through a medium at rest, assumed for simplicity to be uniform in both density ț and temperature T. His treatment illustrates gravitational reduction of the elasticity of the medium, predicting that exponential growth takes over for semi-wavelengths greater than a minimum. This 'Jeans length' ȕ J ϰ (T/ț) 1/2 and the associated 'Jeans mass' M J ϰ (T 3 /ț) 1/2 have acquired a permanent place in the literature of cosmical gas dynamics.
However, Jeans's mathematical argument was not rigorous, because the neglect of the gravitationally enforced density gradient in the unperturbed medium is justified only for wavelengths much less than ȕ J . Avoidance of what subsequent irreverent generations are prone to refer to as the 'Jeans swindle' requires a self-consistent treatment of the zero-order state. In parallel with Rolf Ebert (Ebert 1955) and William Bonnor (Bonnor 1956), McCrea (20) used the scalar virial theorem to give an approximate but elegant treatment of the equilibrium of a cool, isothermal gas cloud, as a balance between internal pressure, self-gravitation and the external pressure p e exerted by a hot, low-density inter-cloud medium. Under steadily increasing p e , the cloud density increases until the Jeans mass becomes less than the cloud mass, and gravitational collapse sets in shortly afterwards.
In the McCrea calculation, the mass of the cool collapsing cloud was a parameter that was presumed to be determined by the physics and dynamics of the interstellar medium. A few years earlier, Fred (later Sir Fred) Hoyle (FRS 1957) had introduced the idea of 'fragmentation'-the possible spontaneous break-up of such a freely falling gas cloud, necessarily of mass greater than the instantaneous Jeans mass, into gravitationally bound sub-condensations (Hoyle 1953) . The dynamics of such an instability, studied in particular by Christopher Hunter (Hunter 1962 (Hunter , 1964 , Mestel (1965) and Donald Lynden-Bell (1973) , is more subtle than the Jeans-type problem, because it is demanded that the density of a fragment must amplify more rapidly than the mean density of the collapsing cloud.
As emphasized by Hoyle, a necessary condition both for the collapse to persist and for an accompanying systematic break-up into smaller masses is that the heat of compression be largely radiated away. In an important paper (24), written jointly with Derek McNally, McCrea pioneered the study of the formation of molecules in dusty interstellar clouds, especially the hydrogen molecule, which is a powerful cooling agent.
As part of his overall picture, Hoyle had suggested that his postulated fragmentation would end when the density of the last fragment is so high that self-absorption of the emitted radiation ensures that the compressional heat generated is largely trapped. Isothermality is then replaced by a nearly adiabatic temperature increase, and the steady decline in the Jeans mass is halted. This part of Hoyle's argument gained support from subsequent detailed analysis (Low & Lynden-Bell 1976; Rees 1976; Silk 1977) .
Before the final fragmentation into bodies with this 'opacity-limited', minimum mass is reached, most of the gravitational energy released during the gross collapse of the cloud becomes bulk kinetic energy. Because of the hypothetical break-up of the initially smooth cloud gas into gravitationally bound sub-condensations of small geometric cross-section, the probability of kinetic energy dissipation through mutual collision of the fragments is much reduced. One can then argue that the kinetic energy of collapse will instead be randomized to yield the stellar 'pressure' that balances the averaged gravitational force: the cloud has spontaneously converted into a cluster of proto-stars.
These studies, based on the mutual interaction of self-gravitation and gas pressure, are clearly basic first steps towards the understanding of the complex problem of star formation. However, it had long been recognized that a body pictured as condensing more or less isotropically within a realistic model of an interstellar gas cloud would have an embarrassingly high angular momentum. For several years, starting before World War II, Cambridge theoretical astronomers had studied another problem in cosmical gas dynamics: the accretion of interstellar gas by a gravitational point source such as a condensed star (see Bondi 1997; Burbidge 2003) . The process was applied to a variety of problems in stellar astrophysics, including that of star formation. Well before he proposed his fragmentation model, Hoyle (1945) had argued that the 'angular momentum problem' would ensure that only stars of small mass would form directly by gravitational instability. Formation of a more massive body requires an essentially anisotropic accumulation of gas. A possible scenario has a star or proto-star of low mass moving in the galactic plane and accreting gas with low angular momentum from a cylindrical domain as it tunnels through a dense cloud.
McCrea took up the problem of interaction between stars and the interstellar medium, with an eye on the formation of the comparatively few very bright O and B stars with nuclear lifetimes much less than the galactic age. Together with K. N. Dodd (15) , he showed that efficient accretion by a star moving through a gas cloud would necessarily imply a dynamical drag on the star. In a subsequent paper, McCrea (18) pointed out that from the Bondi-Hoyle accretion formula, a star moving at high speed into a cloud would accrete very little and so would feel only a small drag, passing through the cloud essentially unchanged. However, occasionally, a slowly moving star entering a dense, cool gas cloud could both accrete significantly and so be decelerated by the associated drag, leaving ample time for further mass accretion. In this way, a slowly evolving star of moderate mass and luminosity, having formed early in the galactic lifetime, could subsequently grow into a massive, high-luminosity star. Absorption of the energetic ultraviolet end of the emitted stellar spectrum would ultimately heat up and so disperse much of the dense inflowing gas, revealing a bright star of high surface temperature, surrounded by an 'HII zone' of hot, ionized hydrogen (Mestel 1954) .
However, McCrea was well aware that studies in cosmogony that ignore angular momentum can be suggestive but not definitive. His paper in Proceedings of the Royal Society in 1960 (23) attempted to give a unified formation process for the Sun and the surrounding planets through the spontaneous evolution of a turbulent rotating disc. His model of highly supersonic turbulence pictured the disc as consisting of 'floccules'-a set of quasi-independent gaseous elements, carrying a high orbital angular momentum, but with strong random motions superposed. Unlike a Hoyle fragment, a floccule has weak self-gravitation and so retains a large geometrical cross-section. Subsequent collision with mutual adherence would build up superfloccules, but-significantly-need not lead to an unacceptably high angular momentum of spin: the process is intrinsically selective, for two floccules would collide only if they have a modest mutual 'lever arm'. Further, the very process by which the turbulence decays acts on the orbital motion broadly like a gross macro-viscosity. As in the work of von Weizsäcker (1943, 1948) , which is formulated in more conventional terminology, the disc is predicted to evolve towards a state with a slowly rotating, condensed core containing most of the mass, surrounded by a Keplerian disc containing very little mass but most of the angular momentum.
From today's perspective, these various studies are best regarded as yielding that sometimes elusive quality 'insight', lauded by Eddington in The internal constitution of the stars (Eddington 1926) as of greater importance to the working physicist than the pure mathematician's idol 'proof'. The contributions of McCrea in this area have a respected place in the literature. The large and growing stock of detailed observational data on star formation in molecular clouds will set more and more stringent tests for cosmogony. Self-gravitation, thermal pressure, angular momentum and turbulence will all feature in any adequate picture. Although McCrea was slow to realize the likely importance of electromagnetism in cosmical gas dynamics, nevertheless the Ebert-Bonnor-McCrea work, summarized above, remains a useful paradigm with which to contrast models generalized to include magnetohydrodynamic processes. Any cosmogonic model must cope with the 'angular momentum problem'. A modified accretion model appears in much current work, especially on the later stages of star formation. A proto-star is pictured as acquiring mass from a rotating 'accretion disc', the process being monitored by redistribution of angular momentum via an effective macro-viscosity, arising for example through magneto-rotational coupling.
Relativity and cosmology
McCrea had a strong interest in both the exposition of the special theory of relativity and its observable consequences. His Methuen monograph Relativity physics (8) is a succinct presentation of the essentials, invaluable to both university teachers and graduate students. In a famous controversy, he vigorously rebutted misunderstandings of the so-called 'twin paradox' that persisted in reappearing in the literature. Of particular interest is his 1959 paper with the late Joan Crampin and McNally (22), which was stimulated by the paper Zum Uhrenparadoxon (Born & Biem 1958 ). An observer A, at rest in an inertial frame, assigns Minkowski coordinates (x, t) to an event E(x, t). An observer B, moving relative to A with nonuniform but rectilinear velocity, uses coordinates (Ș, Ȟ) 'as nearly as he can' in the same way as A, by considering the sequence of inertial frames that have his instantaneous velocity with respect to A. Thus, B is permanently at rest in the origin of Ș, and Ȟ is the proper time of an event at himself that is judged simultaneous with E. Because B begins and ends his journey at A, the (Ș, Ȟ) system clearly cannot be inertial for all (Ș, Ȟ). As an example, B is given a hyperbolic trajectory x 2 ǁȣ 2 t 2 ǃ0 in A's coordinates. B is entitled to regard himself at rest, and plots A's trajectory in terms of his coordinates (Ș, Ȟ). The lack of symmetry between the two diagrams demonstrates clearly that there is no 'paradox'. It is emphasized that the results follow from the basic postulate that proper time for B is given by s/c, where s is the interval measured along his world-line. ('If one drops the connection of ds to the measurement of time …, then relativity loses all its empirical basis.' Letter from Einstein to H. Weyl (1918) , quoted in Ehlers (2001) .) As the problem of the paper does not involve the real, irreducible gravitational fields covered by general relativity, there is no need to introduce general relativity to resolve the 'paradox'. The purpose of Einstein's principle of equivalence is to use the properties of apparent gravitational fields to suggest properties of 'real'-that is, irreducible-gravitational fields. An appeal to general relativity in the present context is clearly circular.
Another application of special relativity is the systematic study of relativistic beaming (30). This was stimulated by observations of the newly discovered radio pulsars, which showed strong beaming over a wide spectrum, from radio through optical and ultraviolet to ȍ-ray. McCrea's characteristic clarificatory style is illustrated in a series of papers concerned with macroscopic effects. The classical notion of a rigid body, in which effects are propagated at infinite speed, has to be replaced by the relativistic analogue-a body in which a longitudinal disturbance travels with speed c without suffering any dissipation of energy (16) . In the centenary meeting for G. F. Fitzgerald FRS in 1952, McCrea dealt with the resolution of paradoxes resulting from misuse of the Fitzgerald contraction (17) . There is a clear difference between the 'apparent length' of a moving rod, as seen by an observer in an inertial frame, and the 'measured length' as inferred by the same observer by noting the location of the ends at the same time, measured by the observer's clock. The Fitzgerald contraction implies no intrinsic physical change in the moving rod. However, if the front end of a moving rod is suddenly stopped, then the back end will not be brought to rest until after the observer's time L/c, where L is the proper length. The shortest length momentarily attained is actually less than that given by the Fitzgerald factor. Intrinsic temporary changes to the rod, such as the excitation of longitudinal oscillations, are brought about by the physical process of stopping its motion.
In 1971, McCrea applied the theory developed by Hogarth and McCrea (16) to the problem of the relativistic ring, supposed rotating relative to an inertial frame (which by definition is non-rotating) (29). In a self-consistent treatment of the dynamics, as discussed in Relativity physics (8) , the accelerated ring will be subject to a stress T, which changes the mass per unit length from m to mǁT/c 2 , so increasing the circumference proper-length. The old argument that the Fitzgerald contraction would shorten the circumference while leaving the radius unchanged is fallacious, being again based on a misapplication of the Fitzgerald conventional length rather than on a study based on relativistic dynamics.
McCrea's contributions to general relativity-Einstein's theory of gravitation-were primarily in its application to cosmology. Together with Milne, he showed that the various cosmological models emerging from Einstein's theory have simply understood Newtonian analogues. Milne had shown that Einstein's and Newton's laws of gravitation could lead to identical equations for the expansion of the Universe. In the first of two papers entitled 'Observable relations in relativistic cosmology', McCrea (7) showed how the two models could be distinguished observationally. In parallel with R. C. Tolman's monograph (Tolman 1934) , the paper spelled out the different possible definitions of distance in cosmology, showing how counts of galaxies and their observed change in brightness with distance can in principle be used to constrain the parameters in standard homogeneous, isotropic models of the expanding Universe. The second paper (10) showed in particular that when the severe constraints of homogeneity and isotropy are dropped, there emerges something like Hubble's velocity-distance proportionality relation, independently of the detailed distribution of matter, provided that the expansion has been in progress for a sufficiently long time.
*This last paper took a far more general approach to cosmological models than previously, in making no symmetry assumptions about the form of the space-time metric, but rather expanding all observable quantities in terms of the different, kinematically distinct, parts of the metric (expansion, shear and vorticity). It was a forerunner of the detailed programme developed by George Ellis and collaborators in the 1980s. Along with the 1934 McCrea-Milne paper 'Newtonian universes and the curvature of space' (4), it is included in the General Relativity and Gravitation journal's select historical archive of classic papers in gravitation and cosmology (http://www.mth.uct.ac.za/~cwh/goldies.html).
McCrea also played an important role in several important cosmological debates that took place in the 1930s. His characteristic clarity of thought helped to dispel much of the confusion obscuring the correct interpretations of the expanding Universe as predicted by general relativity, the stability of the Einstein static Universe, and the behaviour of inhomogeneities (Gale 2002) . In particular, he argued that the cosmical constant Ǽ that appears in Einstein's modified version of general relativity, leading to the 'cosmical repulsion', can be regarded as determining the zero-point of density and stress.
Einstein subsequently regretted his introduction of the Ǽ-term, calling it his 'greatest mistake'. However, most other workers in relativistic cosmology were happy to retain it, and in fact when generalized as 'dark energy', it is currently cited as a likely phenomenological explanation of the observationally inferred acceleration of the cosmical expansion.
A decade or so later, when evolutionary cosmology seemed to face observational difficulties, McCrea showed a commendable flexibility of mind in his taking seriously the alternative 'steady-state' theory, proposed by Thomas Gold (FRS 1964) and Hermann (later Sir Hermann) Bondi (FRS 1959) (Bondi & Gold 1948) and by Hoyle (1948) . McCrea's 1959 paper with P. C. Florides (21) looked for an observational criterion that would show unambiguously the much greater congestion at great distances and so at earlier cosmic times in an evolving as compared with a steady-state Universe. The experience gained from his in-depth studies of the mathematical structure of general relativity enabled him to show how, with a suitable modification of the equation of state, the steady-state model could be treated within the mathematical framework of general relativity (14). (Current work on inflationary 'big-bang' cosmology is similarly concerned with the appropriate equation of state.) However, he later accepted that, at least in its original form, the steady-state theory could no longer hold up against the accumulating evidence from optical and radio observations in favour of an evolving Universe.
McCrea's 1985 Milne Lecture 'Time, vacuum and cosmos' (35) , appearing first in the (now defunct) Quarterly Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society and later in the 1998 collection of Milne lectures The unfolding universe, excited particular interest. He began by citing Einstein's 1917 paper on radiation, which introduced stimulated emission (the genesis of the laser). In standard notation, the total emission-stimulated plus spontaneous-in an atomic spectral line is B 21 I ȗ +A 21 ǅB 21 (I ȗ +2hȗ 3 /c 2 ). Written in this way, the spontaneous emission is now reinterpreted as itself being caused by a universal isotropic vacuum fluctuation field of virtual photons, a substratum radiation field of intensity I ȗ * ǃ2hȗ 3 /c 2 , in tune with the philosophy of quantum electrodynamics. Further, the statement that the 'fluctuations are random in time' is in fact a definition of what he calls 'vacuum time', with distance then measured so as to keep the vacuum light-speed the universal constant c.
McCrea emphasizes that the isotropic radiation field I ȗ * ǃuniversal constant ǂȗ 3 is the only one that is seen as the same by every inertial observer. With this spectrum, aberration and the Doppler effect conspire to ensure that isotropy persists, however high the velocity of the freely moving observer: his description of spontaneous emission is Lorentz invariant. Papers by P. C. W. Davies and W. G. Unruh showed how an accelerating observer would indeed see a different radiation field.
McCrea extrapolated his ideas to other relativistic quantum processes. '"Vacuum time" is unique-it is the "natural time" implicit in the formulation of quantum physics; the vacuum supplies the one master-clock available to physics.' 'Every quantum transition called "spontaneous" is stimulated by a virtual particle-a photon, or electron, or … associated with a vacuum fluctuation.'
These ideas are generalizable further to the curved four-dimensional space-time of general relativity. There may be a region V that we recognize as a vacuum history. In three-dimensional language, the vacuum state is recognized as an aggregate of trajectories of free particles moving along geodesics, those on null geodesics being photons. In the 'big bang' cosmological model, cosmic time t at any event is identified as the proper time for the co-moving observer who experienced the big bang. It is provisionally accepted as being measured by the previously defined vacuum time. A further remarkable-and essential-result is that if the substratum photons behave just like any other photons during the expansion of the Universe, the substratum radiation is invariant during the expansion.
In his discussion of the constants of physics, McCrea argued that vacuum properties, as interpreted in his model, require there to be one single basic quantum of charge. In taking stock, he was candid about the difficulties, in particular emphasizing that there is no clear way of incorporating the arrow of time, nor of inferring a convincing value for the cosmical constant. However, the lecture was thought-provoking, and indeed visionary.
However, honesty compels us to record that in his very last years, especially in private conversation, he appeared to back-track on some of the issues to which he had devoted so much intellectual effort. He repeatedly expressed scepticism about the feasibility of the whole cosmological enterprise. Even more surprisingly, he had lost his earlier enthusiasm for general relativity, as expressed for example in his popular article 'Einstein's greatest achievement' (25), his lecture to philosophers entitled 'On the objective of Einstein's work ' (19) and in many articles on cosmology, especially the Lemaître inaugural lecture (28). He left four sheets that he had wanted to be part of a revised version of his above-cited Milne lecture (35), but the editors of The unfolding universe decided that his additions formed a new topic and so were not appropriate for that volume. The last paragraph of his proposed addendum reads: E[instein's] GR [general relativity] fails to deal with the arrow of time, it fails to treat irreversible processes, in particular dissipative processes, it fails to predict gravitational radiation. Classical physics can be applied to treat all such topics on the strength of ad hoc postulates about them; so can EGR. But it is erroneously claimed that EGR in standard form offers predictions about them. A profoundly more insightful theory is now called for to achieve that.
He appears not to accept that the equations of general relativity can apply just as well with the energy-momentum tensor T Ȗȗ being that of a non-ideal fluid, and with a fluctuating quadrupole moment that does indeed yield gravitational radiation.
We surmise that, had his health permitted, he would have written a valedictory paper on this theme. It is a pity that he did not live to do so, for it would surely have provoked responses that would make clear to the community at large the basic assumptions underlying the application of general relativity on both the astrophysical and cosmological scales, elucidating in particular the work of Bondi, Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar FRS, Kip Thorne and others on gravitational radiation, predicted by general relativity.
Other publications
Before embarking on his main work in astrophysics, relativity and cosmology, McCrea wrote several papers on properties of matter, especially on the specific heats of gases. Throughout much of his career, he published papers in pure mathematics. A pioneering paper with F. J. W. Whipple (11) studied random walks on the simple quadratic lattice with absorbing barriers on the boundary. The authors also rediscovered G. Polya's result (Polya 1921 ) that for the simple three-dimensional infinite cubic lattice without barriers, there is a finite probability of return, and they were the first to give a numerical estimate of this probability. McCrea's early association with E. T. Whittaker undoubtedly stimulated the series with W. O. Kermack (FRS 1944) on the solution of differential equations. Similarly, his admiration for Eddington led him to study the properties of the E-numbers that form part of the mathematical structure of 'fundamental theory'.
Over his long life, McCrea knew personally many of the great names in twentieth-century physics and astronomy. In a broadcast review of Milne's posthumously published biography, his careful reading of the successive editions of Jeans's popular works, such as The universe around us (Jeans 1944) , forced him to point out Jeans's ultimate acceptance of Eddington's approach to stellar structure theory. His introduction to Cambridge University Press's reissue of Eddington's popular books, his essay review 'The origin of wave mechanics' (34), written for Erwin Schrödinger's centenary, his article 'Cambridge physics 1925-1929: Diamond Jubilee of golden years' (31), and his memoirs and obituaries of many leading astronomers, mathematicians and physicists (Eddington, Milne, Jeans, In addition to his many papers and reviews, McCrea wrote the texts Relativity physics (8) and Analytical geometry of three dimensions (12), the less technical Physics of the Sun and stars (13) and Cosmology (27) , a history of the Royal Greenwich Observatory, and together with Tayler, the second volume of History of the Royal Astronomical Society (33) . He also translated Unsöld's The new cosmos (26), and wrote an autobiographical essay, 'Clustering of astronomers' (32). Like Tayler, his services to astronomy went far beyond his technical contributions. He was successively Council member, Secretary, President, Foreign Correspondent and Treasurer of the Royal Astronomical Society (RAS), and for some years he was editor of Observatory and of the RAS's Monthly Notices. He served on the Councils of the Royal Society, the London Mathematical Society and the Royal Institute of Philosophy. He also gave public service as a school governor.
CONCLUSION
McCrea received many invitations to visit, from all over the world. He was a bye-Fellow at Caius College, Cambridge, and visiting professor or lecturer at Berkeley, the Case Institute at Cleveland, University of British Columbia at Vancouver, Louvain, Cairo, Istanbul, and Otago, among others. Further recognition came with honorary degrees from the National University of Ireland, the Queen's University at Belfast, the National University at Cordoba, Argentina, and the universities of Dublin and Sussex; he was Member of the Akademie Leopoldina and a Foreign Member of the Turin Academy of Bill McCrea was a kindly, slightly shy man, but with hidden reserves of strength, remaining intellectually active well into his nineties. His personal integrity was patent; his public services, especially to the RAS, were so much appreciated because everyone trusted him instinctively. His somewhat formal manner was rather misleading; he was in fact a gregarious figure, especially committed to the RAS and the Royal Society Dining Clubs. His daughter Isabella recalls two things that greatly saddened him-that he did not live to see the next century, and that he would not live to be 100 years old. His passing was mourned world-wide by colleagues and friends, and not least by former undergraduate and graduate students, who recalled with gratitude his help and warm encouragement.
